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1. Preface

The creation of hybrid systems through the combination of classical PBX systems with Voice over IP has also added to the specific security risks of the technologies used.

Many books, documents, guides and checklists address the threats and security issues in the TC / IT environment. Many of them show the basic threats and the countermeasures, but without any details about the actual systems and their settings.

For OpenScape Business, the security checklist describes all potential threats and the corresponding countermeasures for minimizing the risk. The checklist can be downloaded from the Unify Partner Portal. Only the consistent application of all the measures listed in the security checklist can optimally protect an OpenScape Business System and prevent damage to the operator.

Despite the availability of the security checklist, many OpenScape Business Systems are still not protected against attacks. Even a single successful attack can lead to a huge financial loss for the operator.

This document shows potential points of attack for toll-fraud as well as concrete countermeasures. It is intended to sensitize the operator and the administrator of the system to the issue and to allow the system to be specifically protected against fraud attempts.

The document does not replace the application of the security checklist.
2. Introduction

This document briefly presents the most frequently occurring attack scenarios for toll-fraud and the recommended countermeasures.

The use of standardized communication protocols allows attackers to execute attacks with corresponding SW tools without extensive knowledge of the system itself and to inflict damage if the interfaces are not adequately protected.

The use of communication software (SW) such as smartphones, unified communications or CTI clients on standard PCs, tablets or smartphone platforms provides access to internal system services such as voicemail or UC servers and thus makes it easier for attackers to take action when devices and communication SW are not sufficiently secured.

Access to unsecured system services such as voicemail or DISA ports or unlocked publicly-accessible telephones facilitates attacks and the unauthorized use of system features.

2.1. Toll Fraud Scenarios

Toll-fraud attacks are mostly performed on weekends when no one is in the company. Criminal hackers gain access via the telephone network or, depending on which telephone technology is used, also over the Internet. After successfully breaking into the telecommunications system (TC system) of the company, many short connections, e.g., to value-added service numbers, are established.

Too often, the perpetrators can cash in and hide behind short-lived PO Box companies in different parts of the world.

In most cases, toll-fraud occurs through call diversions, e.g., via:

- Access to insufficiently secured voice and AutoAttendant mailboxes
- Insufficiently secure phones and system interfaces
- Access to insufficiently secure DISA ports

2.2. General Protective Measures

In principle, only those subscribers, features and interfaces that are actually required by the operator of OpenScape Business should be enabled by the system administrator.

- Only the required number of subscribers must be set up in the system.
- Test subscribers, etc., must be removed from the system before handing it over to the operator.
- The authorizations for the use of features must be restricted individually to the required extent.
- The permissions for system subscribers, such as voicemail or DISA ports, etc., must be restricted to the required extent.
- Users must specifically change the default passwords for all the individual services such as voicemail, UC Client, etc., that they use and even for the telephone devices.
- Access to the system administration must be technically secured, and the factory default access data must be customized.
- The persons with access rights to the system administration must be restricted and named.
- Administration software must not remain on an unsecured PC.
- The first and second system device (in the configuration) must be secured physically and logically against unauthorized access.
- Remote access should only be set up or released when required.
• Remote access must be specially protected against unauthorized access using external security measures if required.

For newly delivered OpenScape Business systems with software versions greater than V2R2, only those interfaces which are required for the initial setup are open after the initial commissioning.

In the case of a SW upgrade from previous SW versions or a migration from HiPath 3000 to OpenScape Business, the existing system configuration and interface settings are retained. After any such upgrade or migration, these systems must be checked again for open interfaces and any possibly active default passwords and then secured if required.
3. Toll Fraud via Voicemail and AutoAttendant Mailboxes

Voice and AutoAttendant mailboxes provide the ability to route calls to specific destinations from the mailbox. The forwarding destinations are configured by the user via the administration menu of the mailbox by entering DTMF characters. The call to the configuration menu is protected by an individual PIN. Depending on the Voicemail / AutoAttendant software used, the mailboxes are protected after the initial setup by a default PIN which is common to all users and should be changed by the user. Some systems force the user to change the PIN before the first use or when setting up the mailbox for the first time.

3.1. Attacks on Voice AutoAttendant Mailboxes

Attacks are particularly easy to launch if a voicemail box is enabled for outbound calls and the factory default password for voicemail boxes (e.g., “0000”) was not changed or was changed to some easily guessed variant (such as “1234”, for example).

This is exactly what many attackers look for when conducting large numbers of short test calls in the evenings or nights with their automated hacking software. Using the random principle, whole number blocks of companies are scanned for vulnerabilities. If the software is not blocked by a password or overcomes a hurdle that is too weak, the attack can begin immediately. However, in order to exploit the vulnerability to the maximum level, the attack often occurs only from the following Friday evening until Monday morning.

3.2. Measures to Protect the UC Suite Voicemail Box

In the UC Suite voicemail box, the attackers try to access the voicemail box via a telephone call and to enter the configuration menu of the mailbox by entering “#”. If the access attempt succeeds, the attackers then try to manipulate and exploit the call or the callback destinations.

The configuration of the UC Suite Voicemail via the telephone interface (TUI) is protected by querying the subscriber number and the associated PIN. However, a UC Suite myPortal user can remove these protection measures to facilitate the voicemail query from “known phone numbers”. Known call numbers are numbers entered by the UC Suite user in his or her myPortal client under the item "Personal data". In this context, it should be noted that attackers are able to fake the calling party number and spoof the UC Suite Voicemail with a “known” call number.

A general protection measure of the UC Suite Voicemail is to block access to the VM query / configuration and to disconnect the voicemail box when an invalid PIN is repeatedly entered. The block also affects the UC client of the user and can only be released by the system administrator.

In order to optimally protect the UC Suite voicemail box against attackers, the following measures must be taken, and the voicemail users must be instructed accordingly.

3.2.1. Setting the PIN length to at least 6 characters

The system administrator must set the length of the PIN to at least 6 characters in the UC Suite configuration. The higher the number of PIN characters, the better the protection.
3.2.2. Restricting callbacks from the voicemail box

The system administrator must specify in the system settings of the UC Suite that the voicemail box should allow callbacks to the caller only when the query call is made from a "known number".

Figure 2 UC-Suite: Restricting the callback option

The UC-Suite user must be reminded that the call numbers in his or her personal data are regarded as a "known" numbers.

Figure 3UC-Suite: “Known” numbers
3.2.3. Assigning an individual PIN for voicemail box access

UC Suite uses a common PIN for accessing the voicemail box and for the UC Suite clients. When accessing the voicemail or the UC client for the first time, the user must change the default PIN “1234” assigned in the system. Users must be advised that they are required to use an individual “strong” PIN, which must not be divulged to third parties. For security reasons, strings of contiguous digits (e.g., 234567), repeated digits (e.g., 111111), or the extension number must not be used as a PIN.

3.2.4. Enforcing the PIN query

In the personal settings of the UC Client, the check box to “bypass the password” must not be set by the user. Otherwise, the PIN will not be requested on accessing the voicemail box from a “known number”.

Figure 4 UC Suite: Enforcing the PIN query

This parameter can be assigned by the UC Suite Administrator to the UC Suite users via a policy in the UC Suite Server settings.

Figure 5 UC Suite: Defining the PIN policy
3.2.5. Restricting authorization for calls from the UC Suite voicemail

Via the system flag “Restrictions for UC calls”, all calls initiated by the UC Suite application are checked before dialing to ensure that the corresponding UC user has the authorization for that call. This ensures that no higher-privileged calls can be routed from the voicemail box of a UC user than those that may be made by the UC user himself.

Figure 6 UC Suite: Restricting the authorization for UC calls
3.3. Measures for Protecting the UC-Smart Voicemail Box

In the case of the UC Smart voicemail box, attackers may try to access the voicemail box via a telephone call and enter the configuration menu of the mailbox by entering a "#" to interrupt the prompt, followed by the mailbox number and PIN. If the access attempt succeeds, the attackers then try to manipulate and exploit the callback destination.

A general protection measure of the UC Smart Voicemail is that after the repeated input of an invalid PIN, access to the VM query / configuration is blocked, and the connection is disconnected. The lock can then only be released by the system administrator.

For the UC Smart Voicemail, please note that the behavior of the voicemail ports is different in OpenScape Business X and OpenScape Business S models and that some of the above measures against abuse are only available for use with the OpenScape Business X models. The differences are indicated explicitly in the text that follows.

3.3.1. Assigning a "strong" individual PIN

When setting up a voicemail box for the first time, the voicemail user is asked by the system to change his or her default PIN for the voicemail administration/query. OpenScape Business System supports the following PIN handling:

- The initial login must be made via the user's internal extension.
- The default PIN number of the mailboxes is "123456".
- The PIN length is set to 6 digits.
- The following combinations are blocked by the system:
  - Strings of consecutive numbers (e.g., 234567)
  - More than 3 identical contiguous digits (e.g., 111111).

In addition, the voicemail user must also be instructed to use a "strong" individual PIN for access. It should be noted that:

- The own extension number, even reversed, should not be part of the PIN
- No PINs that have already been used by other users should be used.
- The PIN should be changed at regular intervals.

3.3.2. Restricting callback calls from the voicemail box

3.3.2.1. Limiting the call number length for outgoing connections

In the case of outgoing connections initiated by the Smart Voicemail, only numbers up to the specified length can be dialed. For longer call numbers, the connection setup fails. By default, the call number length limitation corresponds to the mailbox number length (internal call number length), so that only internal dialing is allowed. This limitation also applies to the numbers of AutoAttendant suffix dialing and AutoAttendant speed dialing.

The setting is made in the general parameters of the Smart Voicemail.
3.3.2.2. Callbacks to known phone numbers only

Callbacks from the voicemail box can be restricted to known previously configured mobile or fixed network call numbers. The setting for this is also made in the general parameters of the Smart Voicemail. If the flag "Allow callback from VM to known number only" is set, only callbacks to previously configured numbers can be made from the Smart Voicemail Box.

These numbers must be configured within OpenScape Business on a user-specific basis via the UC Smart Assistant (Setup → UC Smart → UC Smart).

Note:
This option is also available if UC Smart is not activated or if a Smart Voicemail user does not have a UC Smart license.
3.3.2.3. **Restricting the class of service for outbound dialing (OpenScape Business X only)**

A Class of Service (authorization) for outbound dialing can be assigned within the system for the Smart Voicemail internal ports. Following the initial startup of a system with Smart Voicemail, these ports are set to “outward restricted trunk access” (internal calls only).

This setting may have been modified, especially for updated or migrated systems. The Class of Service setting of the voicemail ports must therefore be checked and possibly corrected before an OpenScape Business system is handed over to the customer.

![Figure 9 UC Smart: Restricting the class of service for outbound dialing (for X models only)](image)

However, some features require a manual assignment of an unrestricted class of service (with direct trunk access). For example:

- Calling the sender of a voicemail
- Listening to voicemails by Mobility subscribers via callbacks
- Transfers to external destinations by the Company AutoAttendant

The subsequent assignment of an unrestricted Class of Service must always be discussed with the customer and properly documented.

**Note:**

The port-related COS restriction for outbound dialing from within the voicemail system is only available in OpenScape Business X models.

With OpenScape Business S, this mechanism cannot be used. Here, the restriction must always be made via the definition of callback destinations or the restriction of the call number length.

### 3.3.3. Restricting external voicemail accessibility

#### 3.3.3.1. Deleting direct inward dialing numbers

The direct inward dialing (DID) number of the Smart Voicemail group should be deleted if no checking of the voicemail is required from an external location via the telephone user interface (TUI). The direct inward dialing numbers of the Smart Voicemail ports entered after an initial system setup must be deleted. They are not required for the normal operation of the Smart Voicemail.
3.3.3.2. Changing the default direct inward dialing numbers
If direct inward dialing numbers need to be assigned for external access to the Smart Voicemail group or ports, the default DID numbers must be changed.

3.3.4. Ensuring the confidentiality of the voicemail DID numbers
The Smart Voicemail group or port DID number should not be publicly disclosed.

3.3.5. Disabling the Smart Voicemail feature
The Smart Voicemail functionality is basically active in the system after the initial setup. If no Smart Voicemail or AutoAttendant function is used in the system, the Smart Voicemail must be disabled.

3.3.6. Securing the AutoAttendant

3.3.6.1. Call number length limitation for outgoing calls from the AutoAttendant
The values for the call number length limitation set in the general parameters of the Smart Voicemail also apply to AutoAttendant suffix dialing and AutoAttendant speed dialing.

3.3.6.2. Restricting the class of service for outbound dialing (OpenScape Business X only)
The internal ports of the AutoAttendants can be assigned a restricted class of service in the system.
3.4. Measures for Protecting the Xpressions Compact Voicemail Box

The Xpressions Compact solution is no longer available in the current Unify portfolio and is no longer supported with corrections / updates by Unify. Consequently, it is recommended to replace Xpressions Compact with the UC Suite application.

Customers who want to continue using Xpressions Compact in OpenScape Business should be advised of the existing security risks.

As a general protection against toll-fraud attacks using Xpressions Compact, it is recommended that a restricted class of service (with “outward restricted trunk access”) be assigned to the voicemail ports used by Xpressions Compact within OpenScape Business.
4. Toll Fraud through VoIP Devices

To perpetrate toll fraud via VoIP, attackers exploit the standardization of Internet protocols to register external SIP or system devices as internal stations of the system. They then establish connections from these devices to any phone numbers.

The registration attempts are automated by systematically scanning the connections of VoIP PBX systems for IP terminals. The primary goal here is to find devices without authentication or devices with default or easy-to-guess passwords. After a successful registration, connections are automatically made to external phone numbers.

The successful registration of a foreign device as an internal station is difficult to detect. The stations are generally detected only during the call cost accounting, e.g., through unusually high call charges, the dialed destination numbers or the number of calls.

Some ITSPs block the connection if the costs exceed certain limits within a defined time period. In most cases, however, substantial damage has already occurred by the time the abuse is detected.

Apart from the registration of devices via the Internet, it should be noted that additional devices could also be introduced within the customer LAN in order to establish unauthorized connections.

4.1. Measures against the Registration of Third-Party SIP Devices

4.1.1. Authentication of SIP stations

When setting up SIP stations in OpenScape Business, the "Authentication active" flag must be set. This flag enforces authentication via the user name and password during the registration request from SIP stations.
4.1.2. Using a strong individual password for authentication

A strong and unique device-specific password must be assigned for the authentication of SIP stations. The password must also be entered in the SIP terminal.

Note:
The operation of a SIP terminal without authentication or with a trivial or default password is tantamount to gross negligence.

4.1.3. Assigning a strong SIP User ID / User Name

Among other things, a SIP user ID is used for the registration of SIP stations. A SIP User ID that cannot be easily guessed must be selected in the SIP station configuration. It should never be just the call number of the subscriber. Even the default prefix selected by the system should be customized.

4.1.4. Deleting SIP test connections

In some cases, it is necessary to set up test connections for the configuration / management of SIP stations within OpenScape Business. These connections must be deleted before handing the system over to the customer or, if they have to remain, be provided with authentication and passwords.
4.1.5. Deleting unused / surplus SIP stations

All SIP stations that are not currently required in the system should essentially be deleted.

4.1.6. Using the internal SBC with externally connected devices

For SIP stations that are connected to OpenScape Business via the Internet (SIP Device@Home), the flag "Internet Registration with internal SBC" must be set.

![Setting up external SIP stations via SBC](Image)

Figure 11  Setting up external SIP stations via SBC

To set the flag, the check box "Authentication active" and the assignment of a password are mandatory and must be enabled.

The flag enables the integrated Session Border Controller (SBC) of OpenScape Business. The SBC recognizes this subscriber and blocks registration attempts by other external SIP subscribers via the Internet.

4.1.7. Using special ports for externally connected SIP stations

The signaling of a SIP connection via TCP / UDP occurs via the default port 5060. For connections secured with TLS, the default port 5061 is used.

For the connection of external SIP stations to OpenScape Business, it is recommended that a UDP connection via port 5070 be used instead of the default port 5060. For connections secured with TLS, port 5062 should be used.

This requires an adaptation of the port and possibly the type of protocol (UDP) in the SIP devices. In the company (office) router, port forwarding must then be additionally configured from the external port 5070 to the internal port 5060 (UDP only).

For a TLS-secured connection, the external port 5062 must be routed to the internal port 5062. (Note: This specification is correct, since 5061 is used elsewhere in the system).
4.2. Measures against the Registration of Third-Party System (HFA) Devices

4.2.1. Authenticating system (HFA) devices

When setting up system (HFA) stations in OpenScape Business, the flag "Authentication active" must be set. This flag enforces authentication using a password during the registration request of HFA devices and prevents third-party devices from easily registering at OpenScape Business via the LAN or the Internet.

![Setting up external system devices with authentication](image)

4.2.2. Using a strong individual password for authentication

A strong and unique device-specific password must be assigned for the authentication of system (HFA) devices. This increases the security against guessing the password.

Note:
The password must be entered both in the system configuration as well as the system (HFA) devices.

4.2.3. Deleting system (HFA) test connections

In some cases, it is necessary to set up test connections for the configuration / management of system (HFA) devices within OpenScape Business. These connections must be deleted before handing the system over to the customer or, if they have to remain, be provided with authentication and passwords.

4.2.4. Deleting unused / surplus system (HFA) connections

All system (HFA) stations that are currently not required in the system should essentially be deleted.

4.2.5. Using the internal SBC with externally connected devices

For system (HFA) stations that are connected to OpenScape Business via the Internet (feature: System Device@Home), the flag "Internet Registration with internal SBC" must be set.
To set the flag, the check box "Authentication active" and the assignment of a password are mandatory and must be enabled.

The flag enables the integrated Session Border Controller (SBC) of OpenScape Business. With the activation, ports 4062 and 4063 are used for communication with external system (HFA) stations.

The use of different ports enables the integrated SBC to differentiate between external stations and internal system (HFA) stations and block unauthenticated registrations.

4.2.6. Setting up port forwarding for externally connected system (HFA) stations.

To establish the connection to external system (HFA) stations, ports 4062 and 4063 are used with TLS encryption.

In order to avoid having to change the default ports used by the external system (HFA) devices in each of these devices, port forwarding must be configured in the company (office) router from the external port 4060 to the internal port 4062 (TCP/UDP) for normal connections, and from the external port 4061 to the internal port 4063 for TLS-encrypted connections.
5. Toll Fraud through DISA Port

OpenScape Business offers a DISA port for the implementation of various Mobility features within OpenScape Business. The function can be addressed within OpenScape Business via two different signaling pathways.

- **Signaling via DTMF control**
  Here, the control is performed via DTMF tones in the voice channel. External subscribers dial into the system via the DISA port and run associated services in the system from their devices by entering feature codes. By entering phone numbers, even connections to internal or external stations are set up via the system. Before the system allows the execution of services via the DISA port, the external user has to provide authentication via the DISA PIN. The check for the DISA pin occurs either after a timeout or after entering "#". Note: Checking the DISA PIN is skipped if the number of the calling external subscriber is assigned to a Mobility station within the system.

- **Signaling via the Web Services Interface (only for myPortal to go)**
  Here, the information for controlling the port is transmitted in the data channel using HTTP(S).

5.1. Attacks on the DISA Port

Attacks on DISA ports generally occur in the same manner as attacks on voicemail ports by automatically calling the DISA phone number and trying PIN combinations. Upon receiving a positive acknowledgment, the attacker then either connects directly to external destinations or programs further call forwarding destinations in the system in order to establish additional connections to external destinations.

DISA port attacks are easier for attackers if they become aware of the DISA port number and possibly also the subscriber who is internally assigned to the DISA port.

The attack is greatly facilitated if the attacker gains access to the mobile phone of a mobile subscriber registered in the system.

5.2. Measures against Attacks on the DISA Port with OpenScape Business

5.2.1. Blocking or not releasing the DISA port

If no DISA number is entered in the system configuration (Basic Settings → System → DISA) or if the existing number is deleted, the DISA port is blocked.
5.2.2. Restrictive handling of the "DISA Class of Service" station flag

The "DISA Class of Service" flag should be set only for those subscribers for whom the execution of DISA functions is actually intended. The flag is not set at the initial startup. It must always be double-checked after a migration/upgrade.
Notes:
Mobility stations do not require any DISA class of service to execute the above features.

The flag "Associated dialing/services" does not affect the DISA functionality if the flag "DISA Class of Service" is set for the subscriber.

5.2.3. Changing the phone lock PIN for "DISA class of service" subscribers.
The phone lock PIN of the "DISA class of service" subscribers must be changed from the default "00000" to a "strong" PIN. If physical devices have been assigned to the "DISA class of service" subscribers, the staff must be advised accordingly.

Note:
The authentication using the DISA PIN and the checking of the "DISA Class of Service" flag do not occur on receiving an external call to the DISA DID number from a number that was assigned to a Mobility station.

5.2.4. Locking the DISA release for lines
For each ISDN or VoIP line, the value "None" must be set in the line parameters for "DISA day/night" in order to lock the line for the use of DISA. The value is set to "None" at the initial startup. It must always be double-checked again and possibly adapted if required following any upgrade/migration.

![Figure 16 Blocking the DISA class of service for lines](image)

5.2.5. Restrictive dealing with the publication of the DISA port and DISA PIN
Information on the DISA port number and the assigned "DISA stations" and the DISA PIN should only be communicated to the individuals who will actually be using the DISA port. There should, for example, be no publication of the DISA port in internal phone books, etc.
5.2.6. Securing a mobile phone against unauthorized access

Mobile phones assigned to mobile subscribers in the system must be protected by appropriate means against unauthorized access or data espionage in order to keep the DISA dial-in parameters and possibly the UC user login parameters secret.
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